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The Limitations of FDA Criteria:
Inconsistencies with Clinical Practice,
Findings, and Adult Criteria as a Barrier to
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ABSTRACT

Children require greater access to sound than adults as they are
learning to communicate using hearing and spoken language. Yet when
it comes to cochlear implant candidacy, currently approved Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) criteria for adults are much less restrictive
than those for children, allowing for greater levels of residual hearing
and aided speech recognition in adults. Cochlear implant guidelines for
children have changed very little in the 30 years since cochlear implants
have been approved for pediatrics, and this lack of change has proven to
be a barrier to implantation. Using evidence-based practice, centers have
been providing off-label implantation for children who fall outside of
current FDA criteria, including children with more residual hearing,
children with single-side deafness younger than 5 years, and infants with
bilateral profound loss younger than 9 months. The purpose of this
article is to outline how these restrictions impede access to implants for
children and describe the evidence supporting cochlear implantation in
children who fall outside of current criteria.
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T

he Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) first approved cochlear implantation
(CI) for children in 1990. Since then, adult
candidates have enjoyed expansion in indications from postlingual profound losses at initial

approval to the inclusion of hybrid indications
of normal sloping to severe hearing loss. Paradoxically, the indications for children have
changed very little in the past 30 years
(Table 1). Generally, FDA indications are still
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Table 1
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Summary of General Changes in FDA Criteria for Cochlear Implantation

Changes in pediatric criteria

Changes in adult criteria

1985
• Not yet approved for children

• Approved for post-lingually deafened adults
aged 18 or older with profound bilateral
hearing loss (90 dB HL) and no speech
recognition skills

1990
• Age: Two years and older
• Degree: Profound bilateral (90 dB HL)
• Speech perception: 0%
1998

• Age: No change
• Degree: No change
• Speech perception: No change

• Age: Reduced to 18 mo

• Age: Addition of pre-lingually deafened adults

• Degree: No change
• Speech perception: Less than 20%

• Degree: Expanded to severe-to-profound
losses ( 70 dB HL)
• Speech perception:  40% in the
best aided condition

2000
• Age: Reduced to 12 mo

• Age: No change

• Degree: Expanded to severe-to-profound
for those 2 y and older

• Degree: No change
• Speech perception: 50% correct in the ear

• Speech perception: Adjusted to include

to be implanted (60% in the best aided condition).

“lack of auditory progress” and <30%
open set M/LNT word scores
2014
• Age: No change
• Degree: No change
• Speech perception: No change

• Age: No change
• Degree: Normal-to-moderate low frequency
hearing (<60 dB HL) sloping to severe (70 dB HL)
for hybrid/EAS devices, moderate-to-profound for
traditional devices.
• Speech perception: 10–60% in the ear to be
implanted and < 80% contralaterally

2019
• Age: No change

• Age: No change

• Degree: Addition of single-side deafness
and asymmetric hearing loss for

• Degree: Addition of single-side deafness and
asymmetric hearing loss with less than

ages 5þ with less than 10 y of deafness
• Speech perception: No change
2020

10 y of deafness
• Speech perception: No change

• Age: Reduced to 9 mo

• Age: No change

• Degree: No change
• Speech perception: No change

• Degree: No change
• Speech perception: No change

Abbreviations: EAS, electric-acoustic stimulation; M/LNT, multisyllabic or standard lexical neighborhood test.

limited to severe to profound hearing loss for
children who are relying on hearing to develop
spoken language.
Larger volume centers have noted that the
benefits expanded CI indications have brought

to adults and neurotologists are routinely providing implants off-label to children who fall
outside traditional criteria.1 These off-label
surgeries include implantation in children below current age recommendations and those
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with better hearing than current guidelines
stipulate in at least one ear.1,2 The American
Academy of Otolaryngology – Head and Neck
Surgery Position Statement on Pediatric CI
Candidacy supports these practices. The statement endorses implantation in children with
confirmed deafness who are as young as
6 months of age and children older than
12 months with a pure tone average (PTA) of
65 dB HL or poorer,3 which falls in the moderately severe range.4
Recent changes in FDA criteria for children have included a lowering in the age of
implantation for bilaterally deaf infants to 9
months5 and implantation in cases of singleside deafness (SSD) for children 5 years of age
or older.6 While these are celebrated achievements, they still do not go far enough to reflect
practices supported by research and clinical
practice. This article outlines current clinical
practices in expansion of pediatric CI focusing
on early intervention, degree of hearing loss,
and SSD.

EARLY INTERVENTION
When CIs were first approved for children in
1990, toddlers needed to be at least 24 months
of age to be considered for an implant. Eight
years later, the age was reduced to 18 months,
and 2 years later the age was lowered to the
long-standing criteria of 12 months. It took 20
years for that criteria to move just 3 months
younger. In 2020, the FDA approved a change
in indications for the Nucleus 24 Cochlear
Implant System (Cochlear Americas, Sydney,
Australia) to include CI at 9 months of age.5
While a welcome and long overdue change,
many would argue that it does not go far
enough.
The Joint Committee on Infant Hearing
(JCIH) has long set standards for intervention
benchmarks for children who are deaf and hard
of hearing. Their statements are what set the
standard 1-3-6 guideline: calling for hearing
screening by 1 month of age, appropriate evaluation by 3 months of age, and appropriate
intervention established by 6 months of age.
The most recent guidelines encourage states to
strive toward a 1-2-3 guideline, bringing the
age of appropriate intervention even lower to

3 months of age.7 These benchmarks stress the
importance of very early intervention to promote language development that is in line with
the parents’ goals for their child. For children
with no auditory brainstem response who are
clear audiologic CI candidates,8 hearing aids do
not provide enough access to sound for spoken
language and would not fit the description of
“appropriate intervention” for families who
have spoken language goals for their child.
Thus, CI at 9 months of age does not meet
JCIH standards for these children.
Early auditory input with a CI can take
advantage of neural plasticity in the developing
infant brain.9,10 CI in infants has been found to
be a safe intervention under skilled providers.11–14 Earlier age at implantation has been
associated with better outcomes in numerous
studies14–24 and recent research has shown that
implantation in younger than 9 months is
advantageous when compared with those
implanted between 9 and 12 months of
age.16,23,24 Dettman and colleagues purport
that implantation before 9 months of age
provides the best option for optimal language
development.16 Previous work therefore
demonstrates the safety and utility of offering
surgery to families of younger children with
bilateral severe to profound hearing loss, rather
than waiting for a specific time frame implied by
FDA criteria.

DEGREE OF HEARING LOSS
Device labeling approved by the FDA differs
among manufacturers. When strictly considering FDA-approved audiometric criteria, Cochlear Americas’ (Sydney, Australia) most
recent device lists pediatric candidacy as “severe
to profound” bilateral loss for children 2 years
and older, and profound bilateral loss for children younger than 2 years. There is no threshold definition in the device insert.25 MED-EL
(Innsbruck, Austria) does provide more specific
metrics in their SYNCHRONY device insert,
defining candidacy for children aged 12 months
and older as bilateral profound loss with thresholds of 90 dB or poorer at 1,000 Hz.26 The
insert for the HiResolution Ultra 3D implant
(Advanced Bionics, Valencia, CA) states that
children should have a profound bilateral loss of
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90 dB HL.27 Candidacy for adults is substantially more lax. The same inserts define adult
candidacy as a moderate to profound bilateral
loss; however, adults can be considered for
hybrid or electric-acoustic stimulation (EAS)
devices. The Nucleus Hybrid L24 is approved
for adults with severe to profound high-frequency loss, defined as typically including thresholds 60 dB HL from 125 through 500 Hz
and an average of 75 dB HL at 2,000, 3,000,
and 4,000 Hz.28 MED-EL lists their EAS
system candidates as typically having normal
to moderate low-frequency hearing and thresholds of 70 dB HL at 2,000 and above. Fig. 1
illustrates the least restrictive audiometric candidacy criteria for adults versus children.
Speech recognition and validation of hearing aid fitting is a vital piece of candidacy
consideration. Hearing aid performance cannot
be estimated by earphone or threshold measures
alone29,30; hence, candidacy criteria include
aided word recognition guidelines. These values
also differ vastly between adults and children.
For pediatrics, Cochlear Americas’ labeling sets a
limit of 30% words correct on a multisyllabic or
standard lexical neighborhood test in the best
aided condition.25,31 MED-EL and Advanced
Bionics have the same tests with a lower standard
of 20%.26,27 These guidelines thereby suggest
that a child must miss 70 to 80% of very simple

single words in a quiet environment in both ears
before they qualify for a CI. In contrast, the least
stringent adult criterion requires that only 40%
of more difficult single word stimuli be missed
before qualifying for an implant. For traditional
adult candidates, Cochlear Americas’ approved
criterion is 50% on sentence materials in the
ear to be implanted and hybrid/EAS criteria are
60% aided word recognition for both Cochlear
and MED-EL. MED-EL specifies aided word
recognition of 60% contralaterally and Cochlear indicates up to 80% aided word recognition contralaterally.26,28
These glaring discrepancies are troublesome and illogical considering that children
need greater access to soft speech and high
frequencies than adults.32,33 These criteria indicate that FDA-regulated clinical trials have
shown CIs to be an effective treatment for
adults with postlingually acquired hearing loss
even when they have normal low-frequency
thresholds and aided single word recognition
scores as high as 60%. Adults with such significant hearing levels and a fully developed spoken
language system have shown that hearing aids
may not be enough for communication; yet,
pediatric criterion implies that we expect children to learn and access spoken language with
much more significant levels of hearing loss. In
addition, children with CIs average upward of

Figure 1 The least restrictive FDA candidacy criteria for children (A) and adults (B). Those with thresholds
within the shaded area would be considered candidates for cochlear implantation under FDA guidelines.
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70% word recognition in quiet environments,2
leaving a gap of more than 40% points between
candidacy criteria with a hearing aid and what is
achievable with a CI.
Science supports CI for children with
more hearing than current FDA criteria
allows. Pediatric studies on EAS use have
shown beneficial outcomes when compared
with preoperative hearing,34,35 but even without the use of EAS studies have shown that
children with residual hearing benefit from
CIs. Gratacap and colleagues demonstrated
improved outcomes for children with residual
hearing as opposed to preoperative hearing aid
scores through a retrospective review.36 Similarly, Carlson and colleagues reported on 51
children with less severe hearing loss than
current indications who derived significant
benefit from CI.37 A landmark study from
Leigh and colleagues in 2016 compared
speech recognition performance of children
using hearing aids to those of children with
CIs and found that children with a PTA of
greater than 60 dB HL have a 75% chance of
greater benefit with a CI than a hearing aid.19
Children with steeply sloping hearing losses
benefit as well. As early as 2007, Skarzynski
and colleagues began presenting data on case
series of children with normal low-frequency
hearing and profound high-frequency hearing
losses who benefited from CI.38 In 2017,
Meredith and colleagues presented cases of
children as young as 2.5 years with sloping
hearing loss who derived significant benefit
from CI within the first month of use,39
indicating that benefits can be experienced
quite rapidly. Determination of candidacy
may be challenging in children with residual
hearing; however, studies support aided
speech intelligibility index (SII) scores of
less than 0.65 to be an appropriate benchmark
for consideration, as these children are at risk
for delays in language development due to lack
of appropriate access to sound.29,40,41

SINGLE-SIDE DEAFNESS
The 2019 FDA labeling approval for implantation in cases of SSD in children aged 5 and older
(MED-EL) was welcomed. Early studies and
case reports have indicated benefits in chil-

dren,42 particularly when it comes to hearing
in noise43–47 and localization.43,48,49 The age
limit of 5 years was likely set due to safety, as the
clinical trial used for approval did not include
young children. The FDA labeling carries a
limitation of 10 years of deafness, reflective of
the importance of limiting auditory deprivation. Because of the known importance of
neuroplasticity in producing good CI outcomes,
reducing the age of implantation below 5 years
would be advantageous. Auditory neuroplasticity is known to be greatly reduced after 7 years
of age,50 and current FDA criteria would leave a
brief 2-year window of potential benefit for
children with congenital loss. Studies have
indicated that children with SSD may experience neural reorganization that could impact
their ability to integrate the CI signal with the
better hearing ear if implantation is delayed to
meet FDA criteria.48,51,52 While children with
SSD who received implants at less than 5 years
of age have shown positive outcomes for hearing in spatially separated noise47 and reduction
of listening effort,53 the practice is still early in
its evolution and the implications of age at
surgery is not yet fully understood. Clinical
trials involving young children with SSD are
required to answer questions about the impact
of age in this population.
Given the known importance of early
implantation in children with bilateral hearing
loss and known impact of auditory deprivation
in the SSD population, implantation earlier
than age 5 would likely result in better outcomes. Families, clinicians, and interventionists may express a desire to wait until a child is
school age to see if they are experiencing
difficulties in attention, behavior, language,
or learning. While it seems plausible to offer
implantation only to those known to have the
most obvious impact from SSD, it is possible
that these effects are the result of neural
reorganization from years of unilateral input.
If a child with SSD does not receive an
implant until they exhibit signs of difficulty
in elementary school, the window of maximal
neuroplasticity may have passed. Achieving
true binaural hearing and reversing the ill
effects of SSD may be more difficult in
children with congenital SSD who wait to
receive a CI.
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CONCLUSIONS
Pediatric CI criteria have changed very little in
the 30 years since the devices were first
approved. While the recent changes in FDA
criteria are welcome, they do not offer implantation to all children who could benefit.
The lower age level for bilaterally deaf infants
is not in line with JCIH standards, audiometric criteria for children lag well behind adult
criteria, and age limits for SSD are restrictive.
While many CI centers recognize these discrepancies and routinely offer implantation offlabel for children, referring providers and
smaller centers may not be aware of these
practices. There is a misconception that labeling reflects best practice, which prevents referrals for CI evaluation and results in more
insurance denials. These factors create additional barriers to appropriate care and delays in
implantation. While the discrepancies between FDA criteria and actual practice must
be resolved through clinical trials and amendments to criteria, they can be partially
addressed by competent, confident recommendations for CI that align with best practice over outdated FDA or insurance
guidance.
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